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File Name : 88EpinalCStExupery2005
NANCY-METZ ACADEMY
Saint Exupéry School 88025 Epinal Cedex
1- Introduction
I teach French to a group of pupils who just arrived in France, therefore they don’t speak French.
To motivate these new comers I make them work on a daily newspaper called L’ACTU.
http://www.lactu.com . I try to choose themes which interest them and which aim at several
goals :
- Developing the idea of citizenship,
- Acquiring a language tool, grammar,
- Introducing a personal choice,
- Discovering France, its history and its culture,
- Developing oral expression
- « Securing » the learner in front of an authentic, non-simplified and non-altered text .
Pupils can also choose articles which will be studied in class.
2- HOW WE TEACH FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (FFL)
Saint-Exupéry School in Epinal welcomes allophone pupils from various origins(Arab, Turkish,
Spanish…) with heterogeneous knowledge of the French language : abecederians (complete
beginners), Pupils only mastering oral skills, others very good at grammar but novice at other
skills.
Implementing FFL helped us palliate some difficulties.
We used the printing press as a stimulus for learning and deepening the French language because:
-

It allowed us to use a common support for all pupils : levels and mother tongues were
different, time tables were different so we couldn’t constitute numerous level groups.

-

Then, to give these pupils the opportunity to work on different supports as usual (less
stressful, more playful and adapted to their French level)

-

Finally, to give them another idea of France and to show them other aspects of this
country which had just welcomed them, through articles.

3- CHOOSING THE ARTICLES
Articles chosen for their themes. Example: « Don’t listen to loud music” about teenagers
becoming deaf after listening to loud music. It made them aware of certain dangers and therefore
developed their “citizen dimension”.
Articles can be used for grammatical purposes: grammar as a tool and not for itself. For example
in « Sonneries pour portables » to talk about different phones or « Energie : vers un monde sans
pétrole ? » to talk about different characters, pupils will have to avoid repetitions, qualify people,
objects and be as precise as possible to make their interlocutor clearly understand what he is
talking about. Learning a language needs precisions and strategies to target and vary your talk.
_____________________
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The grammatical subject is not given at the beginning of the lesson. After he reads the picture, the
pupil will have to find details inside the article to explain who the girl with the mobile phone is
(file : « Bientôt la télé sur mon portable ») without pointing at her on the picture : place on the
picture, colour of clothes, hair, colour or shape of the mobile phone she is holding.…
Newspapers are often chosen by pupils and can be quite old. They correspond to the pupils’taste
and passion. « L’après-Zidane » is one example of a file chosen at the school library in the newsstand we created.
First, the pupil explains his choice, then, he describes his picture and finally, he answers his
schoolmates’questions.Then, the teacher can find other ways to deal with the document. For
Zidane I found it interesting to work on the camerawork.(Zidane leaving the pitch).
French topics are interesting to introduce France in a great variety of areas. The new comers who
don’t speak French discover many aspects of the country in which they are going to live. France,
candidate to the Olympic Games (ABBR. file : « Paris 2012 »), A French journalist held hostage
(ABBR. file : « Irak : libérée après 157 jours de détention »). I’m prepareing new files with new
topics : French people and environment (ABBR. file : « Haro sur l’eau »), What French people
read (ABBR. file : « Vos livres de l’été ») buildings and great works in France (ABBR. file : «
Un pont dans le ciel : le viaduc de Millau » to work on figures and measures)...
4- LEARNINGS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
- The archivist noticed a better attendance in the school library. “These pupils developed a
pleasure and a curiosity for the printing press They spontaneously come and read newspaper
from the news-stand.”
- This activity favored not only the acquisition of usual words but also the understanding of
varied cultural facts.
- Press reading led to the study of various supports : informative, descriptive, argumentative and
to a lesser extent narrative texts.
- Approaching the text through the picture was a « positive and a reassuring demarche » as the
foreign pupil didn’t start from scratch: He didn’t struggle with the document. From then on he
could « dig » and look for the details.
- The grammatical approach was not seen as a fastidious exercise. It was a need, a quasi natural
demarche being part of a communication act.
- These pictures triggered oral expression : pupils are responsive and easily spot subtleties.They
are a good way to tackle colours, space and shapes.
- I noticed a significant impact on the pupils ; they acquired reflexes, strategies, and reading
skills : global reading- quick reading-titles, fonts, illustrations or figures reading.
- Spontaneaous oral exchanges made us handle communication situtations in a natural way:
listening to others, expressing hypotheses and justifying them (« I think that... because... »),
expressing personal opinions, agreements and disagreements, or simply asking for precisions,
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rephrasing. These pupils spoke and got self confidence ! and that was the most important
achievement.
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5- INTRODUCTING THE SEQUENCES
- L’ actu Tuesday, February 1st 2005 : Attention à la musique trop forte !(Watch out for loud
music!)
- L’actu Tuesday, May 18th 2004 : Bientôt la télé sur ton mobile(television on your mobile,
soon!)
- L’actu Tuesday, April 26th 2005 : Energie : vers un monde sans pétrole ?(Energy : towards an
oil-free world)
- L’actu Saturday, August 14th 2004 : L’après Zidane(Following Zidane)
- L’actu Tuesday, June 14th 2005 : Libérée après 157 jours de détention (freed after 157 days in
detention)
- L’actu Wednesday, March 9th 2005 : Paris 2012 : L’examen de passage( Paris 2012: The
qualifying test)
- L’actu Thursday, February 10th 2005 : Sonneries pour portables(rings for mobiles)
Thanks to l’actu, daily newspaper from the age of 14 onwards, which allowed us to duplicate
many articles.

_____________________
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L’ actu Tuesday, February 1st 2005
Attention à la musique trop forte !

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14,
www.playbac-presse.com

_____________________
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Written comprehension
The headlines
- P (pupil) : We can see a boy with a walkman.
- P : He looks happy, he’s smiling.
- P : It’s because he likes his music.
- T (teacher) : You are certainly right, this music seems to make him happy !
- T : And in this first page, what else can you see?
- P : The word « attention ».(watch out)
- P : And it’s written in red.
- T : Why this remark about the red colour ?
- P : Maybe because it’s important !
- P : It’s also written « musique trop forte ». (too loud music)
- T : So what do you need to be careful for ?
- P : Too loud music.
- T : But what link with the picture ?
- P : The boy mustn’t listen to loud music in his headphones.
- T : And, what if the music is too loud ?
No answer.
- T :Are there any other words or sentences you can understand ?
- P : Yes ! « Des français ont des problèmes d’audition ». They have problems.
- T : And what problems ?
No answer.
- T : What problems can this boy have if he listens to loud music ?
No answer.
- T : What problem can you have, X, if you listen to loud music ?
- P : My ears can hurt.
- P : I can have a headache.
- T ‘: Good.
- P : But in the picture, he doesn’t have a headache ! He’s smiling. We said it !
- T : Yes, that’s true. But if you listen to loud music, what else can happen?
No answer.
- T : You don’t see ?
Ok, no problem.We will maybe find the answer in the rest of the file.
Take pages 2 and 3.
Pages 2 and 3
-

T : I give you 5 minutes to have a quick look at these two pages, do it as you wish and
highlight what you understand.
T : So, X, What did you notice ?
P : There’s a drawing.
T : Yes. What is it ?
P : It’s in a classroom. There are pupils.
T : And what else can you see, X ?
P : There’s a teacher.

_____________________
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-

T : Yes, but is this unusual ? A teacher, with pupils, in a classroom ?
P : No, but he speaks with a microphone !
P : And there are speakers !
T : And, to your opinion, why do you think this teacher needs a microphone and speakers?
T : Because he must speak loud.
T : Ok ! and so, what must he speak loud for ?
P : for the pupils to hear him.
T : The pupils can’t hear the teacher ?
P : No : one is whistling and another is making a mess.
T : Be careful ! Don’t forget the first page topic. Let’s go back to the question which was
bothering us : what can happen if you listen to loud music ? Why can’t the kids hear the
teacher ? What is the link between listening to loud music and this picture in which the
teacher needs a microphone and speakers, as you said it ? Why can’t the pupils hear?
- P : Because they listen to loud music and they can’t hear the teacher very well.
- T : Yes. Can someone precise what X just said?
- P : Yes. I read« Young people listen to loud music in their car, in their bedroom, in their
headphones ».
- T : Good ! or precisely ?
- P : In the first paragraph.
- T : So you can answer to the question we had just now? Why can’t the kids hear the teacher
in the drawing ?
- P : Because they listen to loud music.
- T : How do you call a person who cannot hear or who doesn’t hear?
No answer.
- T : We say that this person has problems – as your comrades read it earlier on at the
bottom of the first page- « d’audition » (hearing problems). He doesn’t hear properly.
- P : On the first page, we can read « 1 secondary school pupil out of 10 has hearing
problems. ». I understand « hearing problems», but not the figures.
On the blackboard I wrote« 1/10 secondary school pupil has hearing problems » and also
« 10% of secondary school pupils has hearing problems ». That was easier for them.
-

T : This file is about young people with hearing problems because of loud music listening.
These young people are in an institution called “secondary school” after “collège”,
therefore they are secondary school pupils as you are “collègien” because you are in a
“collège”.

With a group of “non-real” beginners we stopped the study at this stage.
Other way to deal with the document : For more advanced pupils (the meaning of the first page
was not a problem for them), it was easier to work on the text itself. The journalist’s questions
were erased and pupils had to find them thanks to the answers. The “noise ladder” was easy to
understand, therefore we work on reformulations : « 80 dB is the intensity of a mobile phone
ringing. This noise is annoying and starts to be tiring ».

_____________________
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L’actu Tuesday ,May 18th 2004
Bientôt la télé sur ton mobile

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14, www.playbac-presse.com

Oral expression, written expression /language
Goal : How to be clear and precise ?
Exercise
- Activity 1 :
T (teacher) : The picture on ths headlines shows 3 people. Describe one person precisely so I can
guess who it is without any doubts.
We will give each person a number from left to right 1, 2, 3. After your description I will give
you the number of the person you described..
P (pupil) : The person is a girl, she’s holding a mobile.
T : It’s number one or two. Be more precise.
We can look for all what we can say for person number 2 ?
_____________________
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P : She’s wearing a purple T-shirt.
P : There are some Chinese writings on her T-shirt.
T : Wher is she?
P : She’s in the middle.
P : She’s between a boy and a girl.
P : She’s taller than the other girl.
- Activity 2 :
We can ask the pupils to write sentences about what was said before.
Results :
« The headline photograph shows three people. Number 2 is a girl with a purple T-shirt. She’s
between a boy and a girl. She’s the tallest of the two girls ».
We do the same fo the other people.
T : What if we had to describe person number 3?
P : It’s a boy.
P : His mobile is green.
P : He has a brown pull-over with a white stripe.
T : And where is he?
P : He’s on the right of the photo.
P : He’s on person number 2’s left
Results :
« Person number 3 is a boy who he’s wearing a brown pull-over with a white stripe. He’s holding
a gree mobile phone ».
Results for person number 1:
« Person number 1 is the young girl with black clothes. She probably likes black because her
mobile phone is grey and black ».
We can write a recapitulation together :
« To descibe someone precisely I can say
- How she is dressed,
- Where she is preciselyoù elle se trouve précisément,
- What she’s doing.
I can use :
-

Colour adjectives (« her mobile is green »),
Comparatives (« she is taller than person number 2 »),
Superlatives (« she is the tallest of the two »),
Relatives pronouns (« a boy who is wearing a brown pull-over »).

Further development : The grammatical points can be tackled in details later on.

L’actu Tuesday, April 26th 2005
Energie : vers un monde sans pétrole ?
_____________________
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L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14 onwards, www.playbacpresse.com

Written expression / language
Goals : writing an organized text.
- Activity 1 : writing sentences from the headline drawing.
Each pupil proposes one/many sentence(s) he wrote.
Each pupil writes his sentence. Its read, corrected and modified by the other pupils if needed.
Sentences after correction :
1) Many people are fighting.
2) We can see their teeth.
3) They are carrying weapons.
4) Some people are carrying weapons.
5) I can see a person who is dead.
6) A car is broken.
7) A man cut another man’s arm.
8) A petrol tin is in a small mountain.
_____________________
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9) Some people are lifting a car, it’s pink.
10) The car windows are broken.
11) It looks like a battle like during the war.
12) Everybody wants to grab the petrol.
13) Petrol is like God : it’s shining.
14) The tin is like a sun.
15) Maybe it’s the only tin left.
16) There is no petrol left.
17) The tin is like a treasure.
- Activity 2 : Linking some sentences which deal with the same topic and trying to write a more
complex sentence.
We ask the pupils to gather sentences they think will fit in one sentence.
Same procedure as for activity 1.
Sentences :
1) We can see many people fighting : some of them show their teeth, they are aggressive,
others are carrying weapons. It looks like a war.
2) A man cut another man’s arm with an axe, one person is dead, an other is on the ground.
3) The petrol tin is shining like a treasure : Maybe it’s the last one because it has become
thinly distributed.
4) A car has broken windows and another one is lifted to be broken.
- Activity 3 : finding a correct order for our sentences, being more precise, avoiding repetition
Sentences :
« In L’actu headline drawing which title is Vers un monde sans pétrole, we can see many people
fighting : some, very aggressive, show their teeth, others are carrying weapons. It’s a terrible
war : A man cut another man’s arm with an axe, Two men are lying on the ground, maybe dead.
In the foreground, a yellow car has broken windows, a little bit further, another one, pink, is lifted
by a group of men and is going to be turned upside down. The aim of this war is a 5 liter tin of
petrol drawn by Yacine as a shining treasure. This is probably happening at a time when oil is
thinly distributed. »
- Activity 4 : constituting paragraphs and removing repetitions (mainly the repetition of the verb
« be ».)
Final writing :
« In L’actu headline drawing which title is Vers un monde sans pétrole, we can see many people
fighting : some, very aggressive, show their teeth, others are carrying weapons.
It’s a terrible war : A man cut another man’s arm with an axe, Two men are lying on the ground,
maybe dead. In the foreground, a yellow car has broken windows, a little bit further, another one,
pink, is lifted by a group of men and is going to be turned upside down. The aim of this war is a 5
liter tin of petrol drawn by Yacine as a shining treasure. This is probably happening at a time
when oil is thinly distributed. »

_____________________
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L’actu Saturday, August 14th 2004
L’après-Zidane

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14 onwards, www.playbacpresse.com

Writing/language
Activity : - writing sentences from the headline pictures,
- building a text from it.
- Activity 1 : each pupil writes one or more sentences on the blackboard. They are read,
commented upon, and the spelling is corrected.
Sentences :
1) Zidane is a football player.
2) He is number 10.
_____________________
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

He’s got a blue outfit with white stripes.
Many spectators are watching Zidane playing.
We cannot see the spectators well.
The file is about Zidane leaving the French team.
We can see Zidane’s back.
Zidane’s name is written on his shirt.

- Activity 2 : Writing a short paragraph with the proposed sentences. Avoid using the word
Zidane too many times and the personal pronoun « he ».
Step 1 : Looking for substitute
Propositions list :
Zidane-he-the champion-the football player-the scorer.
Step 2 : Writing the text :
« The headline photo from l’actu shows Zidane turned backwards. We can easily
recognize him from his blue, white striped number 10 outfit. We can recognize him
thanks to his name. The photographer chose to introduce the player backwards. We can
understand this choice as followed:
- The champion sees off the crowd (we can’t see it clearly but there seems to be a lot of
people) and therefore he’s showing his back to the photographer.
- The player who « announced he retired from the French football team after a 10 year
carreer », is turned backwards as if he was leaving us.
Step 3 : Last modifications- writing paragraphs.
« The headline photo from August 14th 2004 l’actu 14 août 2004 shows Zidane turned
backwards. We can easily recognize him from his bold head and his blue, white striped number
10 outfit, with his name on it.
The photographer chose to introduce the player backwards. We can understand this choice as
followed: either the champion sees off the crowd (which we cannot see clearly but which seems
numerous) and therefore, he’s showing his back to the photographer and we can see him
backwards ; or the player, who « announced he retired from the French football team after a 10
year career, is turned backwards as if he was leaving us»

_____________________
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L’actu Tuesday, June 14th 2005
Libérée après 157 jours de détention

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14
onwards, www.playbac-presse.com
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Written comprehension
La Une
After 5 minutes reading :
T(Teacher) : What can you say about this first page?
P (pupil) : It’s the picture of a woman..
P : This woman is happy.
T : Why can you say she’s happy ?
P : She’s smiling..
T : To your opinion, why is she smiling ?
No answer.
P : She’s smiling because somebody is taking a picture of her.
T : Yes, but can we see something else on this page?
P : I can see a fragment of a plane.
P : I can read this woman was set free.
P : This woman is a French journalist, it’s also written at the bottom of this page.
T : This journalist was set free. She was locked ?
P : Maybe she was in prison.
T : Let’s get back to what someone said, « I can see a fragment of plane», We can try and find the
link with that plane ?
P : On page 3, we can definitely see one of the wheels of the plane!
P : Maybe she’s coming back from IRAK.
T : Why is that?
P : It’s written in red « IRAK ».
P : And we can read she had been in Irak for 157 days.
T : Good. So it’s a female journalist who was set free after 157 days spent in Irak and she’s happy
because she’s coming back.
When did she get back? How do we know?
P : On Saturday..
T : Can you be more precise ?
No answer.
T : Who can give a more precise answer? When exactly?
P : It’s not written !
T : Let’s think. When was the newspaper published ? What day?
P : Tuesday, June 14th.
T : Good. And can’t we know precisely what Saturday Florence was set free?
P : Saturday 11th.
T : Good.
P : She wasn’t alone : « The journalist Florence Aubenas and her iraqi guide Hussein Hanoun… »
T : Good. We can turn to the next pages, pages 2 and 3 and see if we can find other information?
Pages 2 and 3
T : I give you 5 minutes for these two pages.
…
T : What can you say ?
_____________________
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P : There are other pictures.
T : Yes, can you precise ?
P : I can see two pictures of Florence Aubenas and another one of Hussein Hanoun.
T : Yes. Can we get back to page 2 ? What can you say more precisely?
P : It’s a picture of the journalist on the phone.
P : She’s working.
P : She’s in an office in front of a computer.
P : There’s another person working in the same office, it’s a man.
T : And what information did you find on this page? What did you manage to understand?
P : « Florence has alway wanted to be a journalist ».
P :It’s written « She cares about people, all of them ».
T : That is ? Can you explain to the others what you understand ?
P : She went to many countries.
T : Have you got examples ? Where are these information ?
P : In the second paragraph, it’s written: « She worked in Algeria, Rwanda, Kosovo, Bosnia,
Afghanistan and in Irak. »
T : And why do journalists go to foreign countries, according to you ?
P : To look for information.
P : To give us information about what happens in other countries.
T : Good. If we go back to the first page, we said Florence was happy to have been set free from.
What might have happened to her ? One of your classmates said she might have been released
from prison. Why, do you think ?
P : Maybe Irak doesn’t like journalists looking for information.
T : In all cases, we can say that journalists who go to foreign countries put their lives at risk.
Good. Take page 3.
P : It’s a picture of the guide.
T : Yes.
P : His name is Hussein Hanoun.
T : And why a guide ?
P : He’s Iraki ; he knows the country well.
T : Where did you get this piece of information ?
P : It was written on the first page, at the bottom : « and his iraki guide».
T : Good . What’s his purpose precisely ? Can you find information in the text ?
P : In the first paragraph page 3, next to the picture of Hussein, I underlined « driver »,
« addresses » and « security ».
T : It’s good. Maybe you can explain these words to your classmates who may not have
understood everything ? You picked up « driver ». Why ?
P : Hussein is driving Florence.
T : Yes, and the other words ?
P : « Addresses » : He knows the country, the different spots…
T : Good. And « security », that you also picked up ?
P : He protects the journalist.
T : Ok. It’s good.
Other information about Hussein ?
P : He’s married.
T : How do you know that ?
P : At the top of page 3 it’s written : « He finally saw his family, his wife and his four children on
Sunday. »
T : Good.

_____________________
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Further development : From the underlined statements and information on the photocopies and
what we jotted down on the blackboard, we can ask the pupils to write a summary of the main
facts answering the 4 traditionnal questions : Who? Where? When? What ? (= what happened,
the issue…).

_____________________
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L’actu Wednesday, March 9th 2005
Paris 2012 : L’examen de passage

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14
onwards, www.playbac-presse.com

_____________________
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Reading
Activity 1 : formulating hypotheses
Document : The headline
After 5 minutes of silent reading.
T (teacher) : What information did you understand ? Don’t forget the traditionnal questions you
can ask yourself if I don’t say anything ?
P (pupil) : Who? Where? When? What ?
T : What ? Here for a newspaper, what is the problem, or what is so important a journalist wants
to talk about it ?
T : It’s in Paris : t’s written in color letter : « Paris 2012 ».
T : Yes and what do you understand ?
P : Something is going to happen in Paris in 2012.
T : Yes. What could happen ?
P : Paris is going to take an exam.
T : Yes. What sort of exam?
No answer.
T : Maybe we can read what’s around the picture ?
What’s going to happen in 2012 ?
P : « JO 2012 ».
T : Yes, can you explain or can somebody explain ?
No answers from the pupils.
T : Good. We leave this question on the blackboard (JO 2012 = ?). We’ll come back to it later on.
Any other pieces of information we could find on this page ?
P : I saw the word « international ».
T : Where exactly ? Can you tell your classmates.
P : Bottom of the page, second line of the sentence after the title in white « L’examen de
passage ».
T : Good. If we can’t find any other information then, let’s move to the next pages. What pages
shall we move to?
P : The following part.
T : Of course but this newspaper has many pages. What page(s) precisely ?
P : Pages 2 and 3.
T : How do you know? Can you explain your classmates?
P : It’s in yellow. « P.2-3 ».
T : Good. Let’s move to pages 2 and 3.
Activity 2 : deepening and search for the answers of the remaining questions. Scanning a spread.
Pages 2 et 3.
T : So, let’s watch pages 2 and 3 for a few minutes.
Can somebody tell me what we are looking for?
P : « JO 2012 » , What is it ?
T : Good. Let’s go.

_____________________
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Silent reading for 5 minutes.
I carefuly asked them not to look precisely at the drawing on page 2. It is linked to the subject but
it also has a link with « the Raffarin amendments », and it could lead them to false hypoptheses.
T : Any ideas ?
P : There are some pictures of Paris.
T : Yes. What’s on them?
P : The Eiffel Tower.
T : Yes. We are in Paris.
P : There are some buildings.
P : It looks like a big stadium.
T : Where precisely ?
P : First picture.
T : Yes. So if it’s a stadium. What is the journalist talking about? When do we talk about a
stadium. In what fields?
No answer.
T : When do you go to a stadium ? What teacher do you go to a stadium with ?
P : With Mr.X.
T : What subject does he teach?
P : PE.
T : Here we are ! This article is about sport.
What sport event can happen in Paris in 2012?
P : Competitions.
P : Games.
T : Yes, where did you get that precisely ?
P : On page 2.
T : More precisely.
P : In the yellow rectangle.
T : Yes. Can you read it ?
P : « For the organization of the Olympic Games. »(“pour l’organisation des Jeux Olympiques”)
P : I saw « Jeux Olympiques » on page 3 too.
T : Where exactly ?
P : At the bottom of page 3.
T : Precisely ?
P : Where there is the black and white picture of the old person.
T : That’s an interesting statement. So, we’re talking about « games ». And who could tell us who
the person on the photo is ?
P : His name is Pierre.
P : Pierre de Coubertin.
T : Yes. Why are we talking about him ?
P : It was in 1894.
T : What happened in 1894 ?
P : He had an idea.
T : Can you pinpoint the extract and read it ?
P : « Pierre de Coubertin who had the idea to resurrect the Greek ancient times Olympic Games
The Olympic…»
T : Good, let’s stop the reading right here. What words, already seen before can you read in this
extract ?
P : The word « Olympic Games » (« Jeux Olympiques ».)
_____________________
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T : Yes. Everybody knows the word « Game » but « Olympic Games », What is it ? Olympic ?
No answers.
T : Let’s get back to our first question « JO = ? ».
P : Jeux Olympiques.(Olympic Games)
T : Good. J stands for « Jeux » and O stands for « Olympiques ».
And if you remember what your classmates said earlier? He talked about « competition ».
The article is about « competition games». We’ll see what “Olympic” means later on. Let’s keep
it on the blackboard with a question mark.
P : And these games are going to be in Paris ?
T : Are these games going to be in Paris ?
P : Yes.
T : Do they only talk about Paris in these two pages ?
P : No, I saw New York.
P : And Madrid and London too.
T : Where precisely ?
P : It’s written « The other cities ».
T : Where exactly on these two pages ?
P : On page 3.
T : I can’t see it. Can we be more precise ?
P : Right to page 3. There are 4 black dots.
T : Ok. Now I can see.
And, why do they talk about these other cities ?
P : They are going to play against Paris.
T : Not exactly.
P : They also organize the Games.
T : Can you explain where you found this piece of information ?
P : « London. Organiser of the OG in 1908 and in 1948 » and « Moscow. Organiser of the
summer games in 1980 ».
T : Good. And what about Madrid ?
P : « well marked like Paris and very good ».
T : What can we say about all this ? It’s very interesting : cities organizing the games like London
and Moscow, Madrid well marked like Paris.
Paris, let’s talk about that : let’s get back to the headline « Paris 2012, l’examen de passage ».
P : Paris is taking an exam.
T : Yes. Can we be more precise ? What exam is it ?
P : Organizing the Games.
P : Preparing the Games. Trying to be the best.
T : Ok : so, all these cities are in competition to organize the Games. But when you take an exam,
there is a person who decides who the winner is. This person is called an “examiner”. Watch
what one of your classmates read at the beginning of the lesson. The first element on page 2.
Somebody wants to read it ?
P : « 12 examiners from the Olympic Committee (CIO in the text) are in Paris until Saturday. »
T : 12 people are going to judge the city of Paris. CIO ? What is it ?
P : It’s explained in « Key-words »page 3.
T : Yes. We saw that Mr. Pierre de Coubertin founded this commitee to choose the cithy which
will organize the Olympic Games. Is this Ok ? Can we continue reading ?
P : « They are coming to evaluate Paris candidacy for the organization of the Olympic Games in
2012».
T : So they come to see if Paris is able to organize the Games or not.
_____________________
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P : Why « 4 days to convince » ?
T : To your opinion, What will Paris have to do during 4 days ?
P : They will have to show they are better than the other cities.
T : Good.
Further developments :
- Writing : Pupils can sum up what we said about the article.
- Research in a dictionnary or in an encyclopedia : The Greek Olympic Games we talked about.
L’actu Thursday, February 10th 2005
Sonneries pour portables

L’actu, the only daily from the age of 14 onwards, www.playbacpresse.com

Language
Activity : description, nominal expansion and substitution.

_____________________
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Step 1 : Write as many sentences as you can from the headline pictures.
Pupils’sentences after spellcheck :
1) There are several mobile phones.
2) There are 5 mobile phones.
3) The phones are not the same colour.
4) There is a pink, an orange, and a blue phone.
5) We can’t completely see the left and the right phones.
6) The phone on the right is cut.
7) The pink phone has blue keys.
8) One phone has red keys.
9) All the phones are opened.
10) We can see music notes on the mobile phones.
11) I prefer the blue phone.
Step 2 : Find precisions to identify the phone you like best. Example : « I prefer the
…..phone… » « The phone… ».
Spontaneous sentences after spellcheck :
1) I prefer the phone which is pink.
2) I prefer the phone which is blue.
3) I prefer the phone on the left.
4) I prefer the phone that I can see in the middle.
5) I prefer the phone which is very big.
6) I prefer the phone which has the orange screen and the red keys.
7) I prefer the phone with the blue keys.
8) I prefer the phone which is between the phone with the blue screen and the phone with the
pink screen.
9) The phone that I’d like to have is the blue phone.
10) I prefer phones that I can close.
11) The blue phone is the one I prefer.
Step 3 : Classifying the sentences and observing.
The pupils quickly found this classifying:
1) The sentences built with «which »: sentences 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8.
2) The sentences built with « that » : sentences 4, 9 and 10.
3) The other sentences : sentences 3 and 7.
4) The sentences which give precisions about the colour or the size : sentences 1, 2, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9 et 11.
5) The sentences which give precisions about « the situation» : sentences 3, 4 and 8.
Step 4 : Synthesis/ condensed lesson
We favored the lesson about which and that, two of our pupils are from spanish origin and don’t
understand the differences between these two pronouns.
We made clear the two different uses for the other pupils.
The other aspects found in the other classifyings (use of « with », of « adjectives », etc…) will be
worked on later, with other documents when possible.
Jean-Marc Miette, French Modern teacher
September 2005
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